NATURAL IMAGE CARE

CAMILLE CONTI
REVOLUTIONARY SKIN AND SOUL
HEALING WITH LOVE!

3-Pc. Divine Feminine Timeline Transmutation Masque System
Look 10 Years Younger! Medi-Spa Home Self-Care System for Renewing your skin to brand new
baby skin cells deeply hydrated at any age. This is three professional facial sessions all
completed in one hour once a week saving huge cost and increasing results over a once-amonthfacial at the spa. Remove the old tired skin cells gently and wildly effectively and infuse the
healing and juicy moisture and nourishment in for an timeline transmutation of high quality dewy,
glowing skin.
You can raise your divine feminine vibration and frequency with the ultimate gift of gorgeous
radiance inside and out when you look and feel incredible!
Masque Treatment Directions:
Step 1: AHA Facial Polishing Treatment- Take a very warm bath or shower. Once a week
while in the water, massage on face, neck, body and feet in gentle circular motions. Rinse
thoroughly.
Step 2: Triple Action Frosting Peel- Once a week apply a generous layer of peel on entire face,
neck and chest like icing on a scone and allow it to lay on skin for 30 - 60 minutes. (Do not
massage into your skin.) Rinse off peel with a cool or warm wet face cloth. (You can follow the
AHA Facial Polishing Treatment with Peel)
Follow with Daily AM or PM Treatment shown below here. Helps to heal and reduce scars,
wrinkles, fine lines, brown spots, large pores, acne, black heads, white heads, dry, dull skin and
produces soft, smooth, firm, tight, even tone, bright, vibrant skin!
*Note: While the peel is processing for 30 - 60 minutes, consider this your “daily prayer /
meditation and relaxation self-care time to recharge your battery and rejuvenate yourself.
Play meditation/ spa treatment music while doing your daily cleansing, boundaries,
grounding, mirror work and mind-movie manifestations routine” - these instructions will be
emailed to you upon request.
Step 3: Deep Hydrating Charcoal Cream MasqueApply a thin layer to cleansed skin, avoiding eye area. Rinse off after five to 20 minutes. Tone and
moisturize as usual.
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